**WHAT IS A TOOL BAR AND WHICH TOOLS DO I NEED?**

It is a bar that usually is a square tube that has brackets to mount to the three point hitch of your tractor. It becomes a platform for you to mount many different types of tools to work your soil.

**Which implements are right for you?**

This depends on what condition your soil is in and what you will be planting. Shanks rip the soil and there can be two to three behind a 30HP tractor. Coulters and a plow blade can be exchanged for the shanks. Then hillers or seeders can be put on the tool bar as soil preparation moves towards completion. Ask us to design the right tool set for your needs.

We take the mystery out of tool bars for the new farmer and quickly help those who have been farming for years.

Other implements are available too!
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Learn why tool bars offer flexible and cost effective solutions for managing soil preparation.
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TOOL BARS PROVIDE FLEXIBILITY

Flexibility and effectiveness are why tool bars are a great choice for many soil preparation uses. Below are images of three versions of tool bars.

Beet Sweep
For best results, use beet sweeps with flexible S-Tines. Vibration is created by S-Tines, which enables the sweep to dig deeper that when attached to a shank.

Beaver Tail Shovels
Also know as "corn shovels", beaver tail shovels are designed for deep tillage applications.

Peanut Sweep
Peanut sweeps are built flat with narrow wings for minimum soil movement. Used in peanuts, soybeans, and are versatile sweeps used in other low-till applications. 7” sweeps on S-Tines are an effective weeding tool.

Reversible Tine
These can be used for deep tilling on a shank. If used with an S-Tine they are effective tillers.

Furrow
Furrowers feature a long nose and trimmed wings to move soil in preferred patterns. Tippers that may be needed for certain applications are also available.

Seed Disc
Seed discs, also known as "double-disc openers", are available in several different sizes for most popular applications, these discs are an excellent choice for seeders, planters, and drills. Integrated tool bar mounted seeder units are available too.

Disc Hiller
Two hillers are used to create row hills to plant your row crop in. Disc hillers also can be turned out (barring out) to pull weeds and some dirt away from plants, in several days the process is reversed, flipping soil back to the plants.

There are many different tools from shank style, tip or ends, discs, tines, clamps and more to select. When putting your tool bar together. You can begin with the tool bar and a couple of shanks. Then add more tools as you progress with your soil preparation.

Come see us today!
2610 E. Hancock Street, Newberg